
The 2-Catalog Segmentation ProblemYevgeniy Dodis� Venkatesan Guruswami� Sanjeev Khannay1 IntroductionWe study the 2-Catalog Segmentation problem:Given a set I of n items and a family S = fS1; S2; :::; Spgof subsets of I , �nd C1; C2 � I such that jC1j; jC2j � rand the sumPpi=1maxfjSi\C1j; jSi\C2jg is maximized.The problem was recently introduced by Kleinberg etal [3] and is motivated by several applications to datamining and clustering operations as detailed in [3].Under the restriction that jSij = 
(jI j) for each Si, theauthors give a PTAS. But, in general, only a trivial 0.5-approximation algorithm is known { just de�ne C1 to ber most frequently occurring elements. The question ofimproving upon this factor was posed as an importantopen problem in [3].We make some progress towards answering thisquestion, under the assumption that the size of thecollection I is bounded by 2r, i.e. twice the catalogsize. Our motivation comes from the following naturalrestriction of the 2-Catalog Segmentation problem:we are given C1[C2, that is, the elements that comprisethe optimal solution. How well can one approximatethe optimal partition in this case? This variation ofthe problem appears to be a natural intermediate steptowards solving the original problem and we hope thatunderstanding it will shed some light on the structureof the general problem. By relating this problemto the well-known problem of Minimum Bisection,we show that this restricted segmentation problem isNP-hard, even under the assumption that each Sicontains at most 2 elements. Using a semide�niteprogramming relaxation, similar to the one used byFrieze and Jerrum [1], we obtain a 0:565-approximationfor this restriction of the problem. We obtain a ratio of0:651 when the two catalogs are required to be disjoint;this variant is referred to as the Disjoint 2-CatalogSegmentation problem. We also obtain some resultsfor the general 2-Catalog Segmentation problemwhen the sets Si 2 S are bounded in size by a smallconstant. Finally, we obtain a 0:54-approximation forthe Densest Partition problem de�ned in Section 4.�MIT Lab for Computer Science, 545 Technology Square,Cambridge, MA 02139. Email: fyevgen,venkatg@lcs.mit.eduyDepartment of Fundamental Mathematics Research, BellLabs, 700 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, NJ 07974. Email:sanjeev@research.bell-labs.com

2 Problem StatementWe study the following variations of the problem:(A) The 2r-universe case: jI j � 2r.(B) The disjoint case: the catalogs are disjoint.(C) The bounded preference set case: size of each setSi 2 S is bounded by a constant c.3 The 2r-Universe CaseReducing from Minimum Bisection, we can show:Theorem 3.1. The Disjoint 2-Catalog Segmen-tation and 2-Catalog Segmentation problems forthe 2r-universe case are NP-hard even when all the setsare of size 2.We now develop our approximation algorithms.The Disjoint Case: We view the problem as a graph-theoretic one by constructing the set-item incidencebipartite graph in the natural way. The Disjoint 2-Catalog Segmentation problem is now equivalentto the following: given a bipartite graph G = (X;Y;E)with jX j = 2r and jY j = p, �nd a partitionX = X1[X2and Y = Y1 [ Y2 such that jX1j = jX2j = r and thequantity [X1 : Y1] + [X2 : Y2] is maximized ([A : B]denotes the number of edges with one end in A andthe other in B). Let OPT(G) denote the value of theoptimum solution { note that OPT(G) � jE(G)j=2.Using a semide�nite programming relaxation similarto the one used by Frieze and Jerrum [1], we canobtain a 0:651-approximation for this problem. Letn = 2r + p and Sn�1 be the unit sphere in Rn, andlet v1; : : : ; v2r; w1; : : : ; wp be vectors constrained to bein Sn�1. The following SDP is then a relaxation of ourproblem. Maximize P(i;j)2E 1+vi�wj2s.t. kP2ri=1 vik = 0After solving the above SDP (whose optimum we denoteby W �), we get a partition of X = X 01 [ X 02 andY = Y 01 [ Y 02 by using the standard random hyperplanerounding of [2]. Assume jX 01j � jX 02j. Let X1 consist ofr elements ofX 01 having the highest number of neighborsin Y 01 and X2 consist of the remaining (jX 01j�r) verticesof X 01 together with X 02. Let Y1 be the elements of1



2Y having more neighbors in X1 than in X2; and setY2 = Y n Y1. Now X1; X2; Y1; Y2 will be our �nalpartition. As in [1], de�ne random variables J = [X 01 :Y 01 ] + [X 02 : Y 02 ] and K = jX 01jjX 02j = jX 01j(2r � jX 01j)and let Z = J=W � + K=r2. By the analysis of [2],we have E[J ] � �W �, where � � 0:878. Similarly,using kP vik = 0, and the analysis of [1], we getE[K] � �r2, and hence E[Z] � 2�. Also clearlyJ � jE(G)j � 2OPT(G) � 2W �, which together withthe fact that K � r2 yields Z � 3. Hence we will haveZ � 2(1��)� with some constant probability. Suppose,jX 01j = 2�r for some 1=2 � � � 1. Then Z � 2(1� �)�yields J � (2(1��)��4�(1��))W �, and by our greedychoice of X1; X2; Y1; Y2, we get[X1 : Y1] + [X2 : Y2] � [X1 : Y 01 ] + [X2 : Y 02 ] � rjX 01jJ� 2(1� �)�� 4�(1� �)2� W � � (0:6511� �)W �using � = 0:878 and minimizing the above function for12 � � � 1.Removing the Disjointness Assumption: We nowrelax the disjointness assumption and get a 0:565-approximation. Let (I;S) be an instance of the seg-mentation problem with jI j = 2r with optimum valueO and optimum disjoint segmentation value Od. Let Fbe the set of r most frequent elements of I , i.e. V (F ) �=Ppi=1 jSi \ F j is maximized. If V (F ) � O=(2� �), thenF together with any other r-element subset of I willgive a solution that is at least a factor 1=(2� �) of theoptimum solution. So assume V (F ) < O=(2 � �) andlet F1; F2 � I be an optimal (possibly non-disjoint) so-lution, achieving value O. ThenO � V (F1 [ F2) = V (F1) + V (F2)� V (F1 \ F2)� 2V (F )� V (F1 \ F2) � 2O2� � � V (F1 \ F2)and hence V (F1 \ F2) � �2��O. Since the partition(F1; I � F1) achieves a segmentation value that is atleast O � V (F1 \ F2) � O � O�=(2 � �), we haveOd � (1 � �2��)O. Hence the algorithm which outputsthe better of the two solutions: (a) the \best" one set Ftogether with any other r element set, and (b) the 0:651-approximate solution for the disjoint case, will achievea performance ratio of at leastmin0���1max� 12� � ; (1� �2� �)0:651� � 0:565Theorem 3.2. The 2-Catalog Segmentation prob-lem is 0:565-approximable when the universe size is atmost twice the size of each catalog. Furthermore, if thecatalogs are required to be disjoint, one can obtain a0:651-approximation.

4 Bounded Preference Set CaseThe Densest Partition Approach: We now developan approach that solves Disjoint 2-Catalog Seg-mentation (with slightly better performance than aRandom Partition approach below) when every set sizeis bounded by 2 or 3 and the universe size is at most2r. The idea is based on solving the following problem,which we refer to as the Densest Partition prob-lem: Given a graph G = (V;E) on n (n even) verticeswith non-negative weights on the edges, partition V intoV1; V2 with jV1j = jV2j = n=2 such that the total weightof edges wholly within V1 and V2 is maximized. Notethat the optimum partition is the same as the one whichachieves theMinimum Bisection: the approximabilityof these problems, however, di�er considerably. Usinga semide�nite relaxation that is similar to the one usedby Frieze and Jerrum for Maximum Bisection with aminor modi�cation in the rounding stage, we can obtaina 0:54-approximation for this problem. For the obviousgeneralization ofDensest Partition for 3-uniform hy-pergraphs, we can give a 0:34-approximation.To apply this to our problem for c = 2, form a2r-vertex graph with vertex set being the universe andan edge joining two elements of the universe i� thereexists a 2-element set that has precisely those two ele-ments. The optimum segmentation value of our prob-lem is p + O� where p is the number of sets and O� isthe value of the optimal densest partition. Using ouralgorithm for Densest Partition, we get approxima-tion ratio (p+ 0:54O�)=(p+O�) � 0:77 (since O� � p).Similarly, we get a slightly better result for c = 3. Thus,Theorem 4.1. A 0:77 (0:78) approximation can be ob-tained in polynomial time for the 2r-universe Disjoint2-Catalog Segmentation with set sizes 2 (3).The Random Partition Approach: Let c be an up-per bound on the size of Si's. Picking 2r most frequentelements and partitioning them randomly yields:Theorem 4.2. The 2-Catalog Segmentation prob-lem on general universe is approximable within (1=2 +�2�� �=22�+1)(1 � �), where � = bc=2c, for any � > 0,which is roughly 12 +�( 1pc) for large c.References[1] A. Frieze and M. Jerrum. Improved Algorithms forMax-k-cut and Max-Bisection. Algorithmica, 18:67-81,1997.[2] M. Goemans and D. Williamson. Improved Approxi-mation Algorithms for MaximumCut and Satis�abilityProblems Using Semide�nite Programming. J. ACM,42:1115{1145, 1995.[3] J. Kleinberg, C. Papadimitriou and P. Raghavan. Seg-mentation Problems. Proc. of STOC 98, pp. 473-482.


